
Our premium 
range of welded 
steel and
aluminium 
sack trucks

MADE IN
BRITAIN

BILTruk® at first glance may look 
like ‘just another sack truck range’ 
however it is much more than 
that. Using our expertise, we have 
taken into full consideration all of 
the typical problem areas 
consistently found in more basic 
sack truck ranges commonly 
found in the marketplace.

The range consists of numerous 
sack trucks all manufactured to 
the highest standards and with 
effective improvements to ensure  
durability and longevity. 

Quality designed products at an 
affordable price, 
.......it really is as simple as that! 
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CALL OR EMAIL TODAY FOR MORE DETAILS

What makes BILTruk® different? 
The BILTruk® range is a quality, entry level range of sack trucks. 
Through our experiences we have often been approached by 
customers who have had the same issues with their sack trucks, 
whether this be poor quality welds, poor wheel design and 
punctures, low quality material, poor axle design.. the list goes on 
and each point holding its own importance to overall quality of the
sack truck.  It can be easily forgotten that sack trucks are generally 
used every day and are often put through very strenuous situations. 
We have different options available each with their own price and 
unique benifits which is dependant on whether you require  
pneumatic or puncture proof tyre

Prices Prices 
fromfrom

£45.00£45.00
QUALITY
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Manufactured using the highest quality materials and designed for continual use

High strength solid axle bar on the Aluminium models, 
machined to 0.10/+0.1mm tolerance for a perfect fit. 
2mm wall thickness steel tube on the Steel models. Both 
fitted with smooth rolling bearings.

5mm thick wheel guard plate welded on both sides 
for maximum strength. In addition the wheel guards 
stabilise the load and prevent wheel splash. Wheel guard 
size: 160mm x 115mm x 5mm thick plate (4mm on Steel 
models)

Crows Foot axle design for maximum strength, rigidity 
and longevity. The axle rod is fully welded and captive for 
superb impact load

High quality nylon grips. Tight interference
 fit and secured with self tapping screws 
to ensure the grip will never come off !!!

Extra Strong Toe plate 5.5mm Thick, welded behind the 
frame for added durablity and reduced chance of bending

Wheels without the wobble...All BILtruk’s metal centres 
wheel hubs are precision engineered to the higest 

standard to avoid radial displacment. UK manufactured 
polypropylene hubs all fitted with premium quality tyres 

(Pneumatic or Puncture Proof) 

2mm wall thickness tube on the Aluminium models 
or 1.5mm wall thickness on Steel models. Maximum 
strength - Maximum rigidity

Branded personalised 
side strips available
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Industry leading features with superior benefits

1 YEARS WARRANTY


